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              Our in-house art team, 1518 Studios, offers the highest-quality assets: from 2D concept design to 3D animation, in-game to package art, smartphone to VR, we make everything look amazing. 
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             80% of the work begins after launch, and you can't always handle it internally. From Co-Dev to Live Ops, our experienced teams extend your title's life.
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             Our testing covers every aspect of the user's experience, across all genres and platforms.
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              Our native linguistic experts ensure that your game’s tone and dialogue are retained across languages, cultures, and even local slang. 
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             When players need help, we’re there for them, 24/7. Our teams play the games they support, so we can handle any issue, no matter how complex. 
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                  We’re committed to excellence, from casting to post-production services, featuring an award-winning team with over 25 years’ industry experience. 
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              Our bench of local experts adapt your game's content to each new market. More than mere dialogue, we handle images, colors, music, holidays, taboos, clothing, food, and more. 
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             We offer a full range of dataset creation services for virtual assistants, TTS, and ASR; everything from collection to evaluation, in any language. 
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